Vision : A Total commitment to Continuous Education & Training

Educational Courses
Sahiba Team Pro Academy was established to impart training
and expertise among people who wish to join in beauty and salon
industry, which is growing at a very high pace in our country.
Thus demand of expert beauty technician have also grown. To match
demand and supply of expert professionals, training people
becomes an important part in the process. The best way to
expand learning is to learn from the best. Sahiba Team Pro
academy has taken initiative to impart best of training by
bringing together the best of faculty for the cause. Our talented
team helps to attain the expertise, polish skills, guide in enhancing
creativity, business skills, personal development etc. of aspirants.
So to ensure providing excellent education, Sahiba Team Pro
academy was founded by Mrs. Pinky Singh. She is in salon business
since 1985, having chain of salons in east of Delhi
and created a name for herself in industry.

This course is ideally designed for those who aspire to enter the industry, the course gives a detailed
knowledge of the foundations in makeup artistry. The main emphasis is to create strong basic knowledge
about professional makeup both in theory as well as practical. Course will follow face shapes, skin
analysis, pre makeup steps, makeup tools, color wheel, base types applications, lipstick application, blushon technique, eye makeup, light makeup, evening makeup, engagement makeup, bridal makeup.
This course designed for anyone with basic makeup knowledge. This course is built for with foundation
knowledge, expands fine tunes makeup skills. You will learn correction of face, contouring
technique, eye shapes, high definition bridal makeup & much more. Training in professional product
usage, tools and techniques will be imparted extensively.

Exclusively designed to impart training on international trends and techniques. The programme offers intensive
conceptual practical study and training for those wishing to embark on careers as makeup artists in the fashion and
media industry. Course will follow complete air brush techniques.

In this journey of 29 years, she has achieved many
milestones, and has been awarded in different forums
for her excellent & remarkable contribution to industry.

This course is ideally designed for those who aspire to enter the industry. This course gives detailed knowledge of
hair anatomy, common disorders of hair, geometry of hair-cuts, study of distribution & elevation, styling and
introduction to color.

Few are listed hereunder :-Best bridal make-up in the year 2002 by Nature Essence.
-Health and beauty excellence award 2009 &2012.
-Phenomenal contribution to beauty industry 2010
-Up Coming Salon chain’ award in 2013 & 2014 at Bali and
Singapore.

This course covers advance chemical knowledge, highlighting techniques, rebonding, perming,
personalizing techniques, creating looks with cut and colors.

Pinky Singh has been associated with TV channels, such as.
Etv, Pragya, Focus TV, CNEB, Sahara, Delhi Aaj Tak, Zee
News UP. etc. to telecast different episodes on beauty and hair care.
Also created exquisite looks for many famous starlets like
Indrani Das Gupta (Model), Harshita Bhatt (Actress), Mika
Singh and Honey Singh etc.

This course is ideally designed for those who aspire to enter the industry, this course gives a detailed
knowledge of the skin structure, skin disorder, the main emphasis is to create a strong basic knowledge
about professional skin care..
This course is designed for anyone with basic knowledge of skin care. You will be introduced to electronic
gadgets and advance skin care treatments.

